


J. Franklinia alatamaha (Franklin Tree) 

Extinct in the wild, this small native tree is now 
only found in gardens, where it makes an elegant 
addition.  White cup-shaped flowers are 
showcased from July-September.  The dark green 
foliage turns orange to red in autumn,  
accompanied accompanied by somewhat unusual fruits. 
Ultimate size is 30’ by 6’-15’ wide.

K.  Sciadopitys verticillata (umbrella-pine) 

This handsome, rare and unusual tree is the 
darkest green of all conifers and naturally grows 
into a dignified pyramidal shape. Dark green, 
glossy evergreen needles radiate in whorls from 
the stemthe stem, providing an unusual texture. Ultimate 
size is 50’ with a 15’-20’ spread.  

L.  Acer griseum (paperbark maple) 

Luminous, cinnamon-bronze, peeling bark 
provides excellent year-round interest, as the 
attractive stems are especialy noticeable in 
winter. Fall color is a russet-red. Great for small 
gagardens, with an ultimate size of 30’ with one-half 
to equal spread.  

M.  Magnolia virginiana var. australis 
      ‘Henry Hicks’ (sweetbay magnolia) 

Its summer bloom time and semi-evergreen 
foliage make this magnolia a garden gem.  The 
leaves are dark green above and silvery below. 
The flush of whitThe flush of white, lemon-scented blooms arrives 
in May/June and continues sporadically through 
September.  Interesting seedpods display red 
seeds until wildlife gobble them up. ‘Henry Hicks’ 
was selected at the Scott Arboretum for its 
persistent evergreen foliage and dense habit. 

N.  Cornus florida (flowering dogwood) 

A small natiA small native tree for all seasons.  White flowers 
put on a show in early spring; summer brings 
attractive red fruits that are adored by wildlife. 
Scarlet red autumn foliage gives way to a winter 
view of its graceful architecture and unique bark 
texture. Ultimate size is 10-30’ tall by 10-30’ wide.

E. Acer triflorum (three-flower maple) 

Although hard to find in the trade, this rare small 
tree is great on a patio. The autumn combination 
of creamy-tan exfoliating bark and fall color is 
outstanding; the leaves turn to rich shades of 
yellow, red and orange. Ultimate size is 30’ with 
comparable spcomparable spread.  

  
F.  Betula nigra Heritage™ (river birch) 

Layers of cream to salmon exfoliating bark 
provide exeptional year-round interest.  Fast
growing, it can adapt to dry or wet conditions, 
part-shade to full sun, and can be grown with a 
single or single or multi-stemmed trunk. Resistant to birch 
borer. Ultimate size is 40’ with comparable spread.  

G. Crataegus viridis ‘Winter King’ 
    (winter king hawthorn) 

A wonderful small tree with attractive gray-green 
stems, vase-shaped branching, purple-scarlet fall 
color, and white May flowers.  Fruit ripens to 
rred in September/October, offering interest and 
wildlife fodder throughout the winter.  Disease-
resistant; a good choice for tough sites. Ultimate 
size is 35’ with comparable spread. 

H. Metasequoia glyptostroboides 
    (dawn redwood) 

Deciduous, pyramidal conifer with attractive, 
rreddish-brown bark.  Feathery foliage turns red, 
orange, and brown in fall. The fastest growing of 
the conifers, this tree can be planted for quick 
results.  Its spire-shaped habit provides a strong 
architectural feature in the garden.

I. Cryptomeria japonica ‘Yoshino’ 
   (Japanese red-cedar)

This 1993 PHS Gold MedalThis 1993 PHS Gold Medal Award winner 
provides a dense evergreen display, and doesn’t 
turn bronze in the winter as often seen in 
Cryptomeria. This stately conifer sports reddish-
brown peeling bark and a pyramidal or conical 
habit.  Needles are a bright, cheery green. 
Ultimate size is 40’ with one-half the spread.  

Recommended Trees 
We plant trees in our home landscapes for many reasons.  They provide 
shade, reduce energy use for cooling and warming, increase the value of 
our properties, and create habitats for wildlife. 

The trees on this list are recommended by the Scott Arboretum as 
outstanding toutstanding trees for Delaware Valley gardens.  They provide more than 
one season of interest, display outstanding ornamental characteristics, 
and are relatively pest- and disease-free.

A.  Prunus x incam ‘Okame’ (Okame cherry) 

Bronze to orange-red fall color; flowers in April 
with carmine-pink petals and rose-red calyx.   
Earliest of the ornamental cherries to bloom; a 
true harbinger of springtrue harbinger of spring. Ultimate size is 30’ with 
similar spread, growing quickly to mature size. 
Lovely choice for a small landscape.  Received the 
1988 PHS Gold Medal Award in recognition of its 
outstanding ornamental qualities.

B. Pinus bungeana (lacebark pine) 

Evergreen conifer, with peeling bark that           
exposes patches of gexposes patches of green, red, white and brown.  
The exfoliating bark develops at a young age 
and shows best when exposed by pruning lower 
branches. Ultimate size is 50’ by 20’-35’ wide; 
fairly fast grower.

C. Syringa reticulata (Japanese tree lilac) 

An under-used summer-flowering tree with 
ccreamy-white fragrant blooms that arrive in June. 
Exhibits prominent horizontal branching, with 
shiny brown bark marked by horizontal lenticels. 
Foliage is dark green above and gray-green 
beneath. Ultimate size is 30’ with 15’-25’ spread.  

D.  Oxydendrum arboreum (sourwood) 

Shades of red, yellow, and purple often appear        
in tandem in tandem for outstanding fall color.  Ornamental  
fruit is yellow, ripening to brown, providing a     
striking contrast with autumn foliage. One of the 
few trees to flower in summer, with white blooms 
in June/July. This upright tree is a good choice for 
tight spots; ultimate size is 40’ by 20’. 
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